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Abstract 

Longitudinal streamwise vortices produced by the interaction of simple round 
jets with periph.eral jets a.ffecting turbulent boundary layer were investigated 
ex:perimentaHy. The peripheral jets are used as Swirl Generator Jets (SG1) for 
controlling the main jet. These jets (S01) were pitched up with injection inclination 
angle of zero. 45 and 90 degrees to the tangent direction of the main jet. The ratio of 
peripheral jet velocity to the free main jet velocity (VR -= Cj I Cm) is considered in the 
range of 0.8 to 1.2. The comparison of different conditions showed th.at the vortices 
produced in the jets are completely controlled by SGIs injection angle and intensity. 
Increasing the injection angle was found to incre&!= the growth rate of the main jet. 

Image analysis also gave average spatial information about the mass 
entrainment through the swirl jet. Results. of flow v.isualizations and quantitative 
measurements are strongly resemble each other. 
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Nomenclature 

C: Absolute velocity (mil). 
C-: Velocity of main jet (m/s). • 
Cj: Velocity ofperipheraJ jet (mls). 
d : Diameter ofperipheral noz.zJe (nun). 
D ; Diameter of main jet (nvn). 
L : Axial distance from nome exit (mm) 
U : Axial velocity (mls). 
r, t : Local polar radial and tangential coordinates. 
V : Velocity in X-direction (mls). 
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VR : Radial velocity relative to local radial axis (+ ve value for outward direction) 
(mls). 
VR : Ratio of the peripheral jet velocity to the mainjet velocity (without injection). 
W : Nonna! velocity component in z direction (m/s). 
WI : Swirt velocity relative to local tangent axis(+ve value for anti-clockwise 
direction) (mls). 
y : Axial coordinate. 
x, z :Coordinates along and nonnal to the horizontal surface. 
ex : injection inclination angle (angle between the peripheral jet axis and the 

tangent surface of the main jet, or the wind tunneL in the horizontal plane) 
(degrees), 

~ : jet azimuthal angle (angle between the jet axis and the wind tunnel free-stream 
dir~ion) (degrees). 

S: Divergent growth flow angle, measured between jet sides (degrees), 

Introduction 

Relative perfonnance of severaJ passive and active methods for controlling 
two dimensional turbulent separated £low is associated with vorticity generating 
behavior, Vortex generators have long been known to increase the mixing (through 
direct injection) between external streams and boundary layers. [1] 

Lin and et aI., [2] varied the jet orientation through the horizontal surface of 
wind tunneL The authors changed the jet inclination angle (ex) and the jet azimuthal 
angle (P). The Vortex: Generator lets (VGl) were effective in reducing separation. 
VGJ's seem to petfonn best for azimuth angles ~) of 90° to 30° and for inclination 
angles (ex) of 1 SO to 2So. There was no effect on separation for VGrs blowing 
venically (ex; =90°) . The highest velocity ratio was the most effective in separation 
control. 

Induced jets of wind tunnel flow are closely similar to conventional vortex 
generators. But, VoneK inside jets generated using vortex ring [3 J, small tabs at tbe 
nozzle exit [41 or crown-shaped noz.zJes [S] are passive contTol methods. Active 
control of mixing in jets is achieved by sound wave or perturbation of jet wall [6]. 

'These method have many problems like increasing environmental noise intensity. 
Also, the perturbed materiaJ (Piezoelectric) works at low temperature onJy (4OD 

degrees). 
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The principal objective of the present research is to investigate the relative 
performance of several swirl jet design aspects for active and passive contro} of jet 

• t1.IrtJuJent boundary layer mixing. This mat be done by optimization of the inclination 
angle of peripheral jets injected into the main jet The active flow control mechanism 
for swirl jets is applied by varying velocity ratios (injection velocity to main free 
stream velocity), The flow visualization techniques will be used in order to describe 
and confinn the flow mechanism. Quantitative 3~D velocities are measured for 
complete understanding of the phenomenon. 

Experimental Facility and Methods 

A swirl jet of 13 mm diameter and four peripheral jets (2 mm Id) are 
manufactured at the reacting flows laboratory of the mechanical engineering 
department in Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Three different jets were used for 
different inclination angles of peripheral jets (0°, 45° and 90~. To measure the swirl jet 
flow mechanism, a combination of flow visualization, image proce:is:ng techniques 
and quantitative 3-D velocity measurement is used. 

A seven hole probe is used to measure 3-D velocities of jet at vertical plane. 
This trapezoidal vertical plane is traversed paranel to the jet centerline up to 43 mrn 
away from the diametric plane. Figure (1) demonstrates the measured zone in these 
planes. 

The flow visualization experiments were carried out using a laser sheet. A 4·w 
argon-ion laser at 514.5 nanometer, wave length, was used as the light source. 
Appropriate lenses were used to form a laser sheet of approximately 1 mm thickness 
to view the desired cross section of the jet. 

Elastic light scattering from mineral oil smoke particles which were introduced 
into the main jet fluid was employed for flow visualization. The scattered light was 
collected by a Cohu model 6410 CCD array camera with 739 X 484 active picture 
elements and a pickup area of 6.4 X 4.7 mrn. The images were then grabbed and 
stored by a PC-486 as demonstrated in Fig ( 2 ). 

The Image resolution was 512 X 480 pixels, which corresponded to an imaged 
area of approximately 80 mm X 60 mrn. Various cross-sections through the jet, both 
vertical and horizontal, were imaged. Image processing was also done on a PC~486 
using Image Proplus 2.0 soft ware. After correction. the pixels in each image were 

. binded to create 8 X 8 "super pixels". each representing a probe volume of 
approximately 1 mm3. The binding was perfonned to increase the signal to noise 
ratio, at the expense of spatial resolution. The date was then uled to create two-and 
three-dimensional iso-concentration plots using Tecplot 6.0 software. 

Results 

Flow visualization was performed in non-reacting flows to exa.rnme the effects 
of variation of the injection angle (a) and velocity ratio (VR) on the swirl jet Flow 
velocities were measured to shed further light on the flow mechanism. 

Figure (3) shows vertical pictures of the swirl jets taken by radial vertical laser 
sheet. It demonstrates iso-light intensity reflected from the smoke particles laden with 
jet tlow. These contours represent streamwise jet. The contour tine with light ratio 0.9 
represents the flow of the jet core. The height of these particuJar pictures was taken 
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up to eight times of the jet diameter. Main jet exit velocity was 11 mls. The first 
picture (Fig. 3.a) is tbe reference case of the jet without generating swirl. In the three 
other 'piCtUres (Figures 3.b, 3.ct 3.d), the irijection inclination angle changes from 
zero ( tangent injectio~ ) to 45 and 90 degrees (radiatinjection). A comparison of 
these views reveals the great effect of swirl on the jet flow growth angle. The 
streamline grows faster in tangent swirl jet by about fiv~ degree!. Furthermore9 the 4S 
and 90 degrees injection condit;on! increase the divergent angle by 10 and 8 degrees, 
respectively, compared with normal jet conditions. This means that, the maximum 
growth flow angle is achieved at injection angle 4S degrees. 

To confinn these trajectories quantitative measurements were taken with a 
seven hole probe. These 3D-velocities are measured at an axisynunetric vertical 
trapezoidal sheet divided into 1260 nodes as the measuring locations. Figure (4) 
compares the iso-axial velocity line in the radial vertical sheet for injection angles zero 
and 45°. These contour Lines give approximately the same results of the visualization 
technique. For certainty, the divergent growth flow angle of !wirl jet conditions 
calculated from the iso-axial velocity lines is lower by about two degrees than that 
detennined by visualization techiqu.!S. This difference is due to the laser sheet picture 
representing the stream line of the absolute velocity, while the velocity contour lines 
represent the axial velocity. The response surface of axial velocity along the radial 
vertical sheet gives a complete view of this distribution. It is clear that the axial 
velocity has a larger radial distribution, at jet do'Ml stream. for 45 degrees injection 
angle conditions. 

Evolution of axisymmetric jets perturbed by peripheral jets with different 
injection angies are introduced by laser sheet cross section in Fig.(5). The laser 
intensity displays only the deviation of the main jet flow mechanism. This is due to the 
smoke which is only generated in the main flow. The contours of iso-light intensity 
indicates the form of the flow mechanism. The maximum and the minimum deflections 
of these contours are at 45° and 90° conditions respectively (compared to nonnal 
condition). There are many corrugated Jines related to eddies at the outer surface in 
the tangent condition. 

Figure(6) shows two sets of 3-D mean streamwise velocities in horizontal 
plane of jet exit for zero and 45° degrees injection angles. The iso-axial velocity 
contours, look qualitatively very similar to the laser-illuminated images, as in Fig.(S). 
The resultant vectors of swirl and radial velocities (Wt & Vr) are plotted relative to its 
directions and magnitudes at each point. The vortices generated in the tangent 
injection conditions are in opposite directions to each other, bu~ tbe vortices 
generated by the 45 degree injection jets are more disturbed with !ome little eddies. 

Figure (7) sho ws the velocity profiles for each of the axial, radial and nonnal 
velocities along the radial direction at 0.01 mm and 14 mID from the jet exit. It is dear 
that the swirl peak velocity profile diffused rom around the jet surface (at its exit) to 
the outside and core of the jet (at 14 mm from jet exit), 

Three pictures sets ( Fig. g ) have different vertical levels up to lJD equals 
five. All these pictures are represented by iso·Iight intensity ratio ranged from 0.2 to 
0.86 with step equal! 0.22. One can see that, the 4S degree injection gives maximum 
flow deviation up to S lJD. On the other hand. the tangent and 90 degree injections 
are affected up to 4 I.JD. 

By following the radial velocity along the vertical radial plane, the response 
surface will be obtained as shown in Fig. (9). The radial velocity profiles are almost 
similar to the three dimensional surface between 0 and 4S degree! injection 
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conditions, but maximum peak value are much higher at 45 degrees injection angle 
conditions. The radial veJpcity has its peals value at jet core which can be ,observed 
from the iso-contour tines. 

The normal velocity profiles along the radial vertical sheet, as iso-contour lines 
and response surface, for zero and 45 degree injection angles are compared in 
Fig.{ 1 0). At down stream up to UD equals ten., the tangent injection angle conditions 
have higher amplitude than the 45 degree injection angle conditions. When moving 
farther down stream, swirl distribution becomes higher at 45 degree injection angle. 

Figure( t 1) compares the iso-laser pixel values ( or entrained mass of smoke) 
along the geometric horizontal cross section (at UD equals one) of each picture. One 
can see that the peripheral jet to main jet velocity ratio (C/C:21.2) tends to move the 
core flow inside along the vertical axis with higher deviations than at lower velocity 
ratio {C/C=O, 8), Both cases have the same flow rate into the main jet. Figure (ll.c) 
shows that the deviation from one jet is more than the others. Finally. these cases 
demonstrate the methods of active jet control (jet geometry control) by changing 
velocity ratio or injecting one peripheral jet more or'leSs than the others. 

Conclusion 

This study of the effects of the peripheral jet (orientation and speed) on 
streamwise vortices of the swirl jet shows that the use of peripheral jets provide 
direct control of the swirl jet characteristics. 

The peripheral jets configurations indicate the shape of the jet streamwise 
spreading and almost any arbitrary shape can be obtained by the proper placement of 
the peripheral jets. 

Flow visualization and mean velocity measurements present consistent images 
of the swirl jet patterns. 

let flow streamwise indicates that the divergent flow angle increases by about 
5°, 10" ,or 8 (I (from the normal jet) by increasing injection angle from 0 to 45 to 90 
degrees respectively. 

The vortex generated in the horizontal plane from the peripheral jets is a 
function of the injection angle. In tangent condition four vortices are generated in 
opposite direction to each other, but the vortices generated by the 45 degree injection 
angle are more disturbed and divided to eddies. 

In the 45 degree injection angle the radial velocity profile along the radial 
vertical sheet has a higher maximum value than with tangent injection condition. 

The swirl velocity profile and eddies at the jet surface have higher magnitude 
in case of tangent peripheral jets up to UD equal ten. Moving farther down stream 
swirl distributions become higher at 45 degree injection angle. 

Active control of jet geometry can be achieved easily by controlling the 
velocity ratio as well as by injection one peripheral jet more or less than the others. 
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Fig. (1) 3-0 Swirl jet construction 
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